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The university college government serve to prepare central ministers and politicians
Ideally members of the global u201cbrainu201d should be elected from among persons having studied a university degree had been selected to enter the college of
government no matter what career you have studied as there are many ministries of many branches that are related to many sciences this would take to create the
university city government national for the entire planet on the university philosophy religion law and politics economy would be studied and should show sincere
politicians who were able to confess their terrible mistakes and his small errors and of course their successes though time who handles see the successes and mistakes
so history is fundamental also should have all the great religious traditions christian catholic and protestant islamic hindu shivaita and vishnuite jewish buddhist
mahayana and theravada taoist and shinto mysticism and that city have beautiful proportionate and harmonic temples of all these traditions except that belongs to all
mystical traditions christian sufi zen hindu cabal
The function of this university would not only be imparting theoretical instruction but prepare candidates to get their hands on the government either of the whole
nation regions current countries or municipal entities
Currently there are different universities where instruction is received in many sciences but today politicians need not have gone through one
When political reform came to spain in 1977 there were people who was scandalized because was the government of the lecturers instead the government of
professors as before the are a saying u201cthe devil have more knowledge for being old than for being the devilu201d and the knowledge are not in excess in
government there was a tribe in central africa the tribe esatop abere which was ruled by etu00f3 mebimi the oldest and wisest
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